
Importance of Bristol  

-Rio's population has grown due to rural-urban migration                                                                          -

Uk’s cities population has grown due to education and economic development 

-within Rio’s 20% of the poorest people are unemployed                                                                   

-cities in the south of England tend to have the highest levels of wage inequality and employment 

polarisation, while smaller cities and those that have experienced   industrial decline tend to have 

the most equal labour markets. 

-there are issues within Rio of gangs and criminal activity                                                                           - 

UK has similar crimes [murder, burglary, robbery, gangs etc...] 

Describe the location of Bristol using the maps opposite [3] 

Bristol is located about 120 miles [190]km] west of London at the rivers Avon. Bristol is also near 

Bristol airport as well the m4. also, Bristol is near Bath. 

Why I would visit Bristol                                                                                                                                      -

lots of vinyl shops to buy from                                                                                                                         -

lots of tourist sites for example [ floating Bristol harbour, St Mary Redcliffe, Bristol Cathedral...]       -

lots of historical places [Bristol was a trading centre and royalist headquarters during the English civil 

war. Shipbuilding has been a pillar of Bristol's economy for centuries, reaching its pinnacle with I.K 

with Brunel's SS Great Britain. 

Largest producer of silicon chips outside of California, this means they are fracturing and producing 

and sending to California. Therefore, Bristol is important because it's internationally because its 

outside of UK and goes to California. 

8th most popular tourist destination in the UK, attractions including SS Great Britain and Bristol zoo, 

this means people all over UK are coming to visit the sites and the zoo. Therefore, Bristol is 

important because its nationally, as people come visit and pay lots of money. 

Bristol airport flies to major destination including to USA, this means more people will pay money to 

travel to UK to USA. Therefore, Bristol is important is internationally because without Bristol airport 

people can't travel from UK to USA. 

What impact have migrants had in Bristol. 

A hard working and 
motivated workforce 
Positive + negative 

Enriching the city’s 
cultural life 
positive 

Challenge of 
integration into wider 
community 
negative 

The mainly young 
migrants help to 
balance the aging 
production 
positive 

Improving the level of 
skills, where there are 
shortages 
positive 

Contributing to both 
the local and the 
national economy 
positive 

Pressures on housing 
and employment 
negative 

The need to provide 
education for children 
whose first language 
not English 
negative 

 

 

 



 

 

A hard working and motivated workforce –this mean that more and more people will live in Bristol 

as it’s a hard-working place and probably a respected job too. Therefore, increase to population and 

jobs. 

The mainly young migrants help to balance the aging production –this means younger people can 

work and get money meanwhile the older, the elderly can go into retirement without having to be 

forced to work anymore. 

Pressures on housing and employment – if pressured may not want to live in Bristol which causes a 

decrease in population and jobs, money.... 

 

 

 

 


